This paper establishes a weak maximum principle for the difference u -V of solutions to nonlinear degenerate
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The main purpose of this note is to prove a weak maximum principle for non-linear degenerate equations of the parabolic type. There is an extensive literature on the maximum principle for parabolic and elliptic equations (see [&] and [70] ). In recent years the maximum principle was extended to degenerate elliptic parabolic equations and has been studied by several authors [7] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [12] , [73] , [74] . We begin in Section 1 by considering a maximum principle for non-linear degenerate equations of parabolic type in a bounded domain. Theorem 1 is an extension to non-linear equations of the weak maximum principle proved by Ippolito [5] . In Section 2 we extend these results to an infinite strip by using the method of growth damping factors (see [2] and [7] ). As an application we obtain the uniqueness of the first initial-boundary value problem in a bounded cylinder and that of the Cauchy problem on a half space.
1.
We consider a differential inequality of the form denotes the derivative with respect to x. , a(t, x) is a non-negative function on (0, T] x R . Let Q = (0, T] x ft . We denote by 3 Q the parabolic boundary of Q ; that is, 3 Q = Q -Q .
We assume that f (t, x, u, p, r) is defined for (t, x) € Q , u € R , p 6 R and r € R 2 .
A function u{t, x) is said to be regular on Q if it is continuous on Q and Du, D u and u. are continuous on Q (at t = T the derivative u. is understood as the left-hand derivative).
Given a regular function u , the function / is said to be weakly (t, x, u, p, r)-f{t, x, u, p, r 
holds for all (t, x) (. Q and arbitrary u, p, p, r and (iv) there exists a positive constant k such that 
Then, if u -v has a positive maximum on Q , this maximum is
attained at some point of 8 Q .
Proof. We prove the theorem with the assumption that / is weakly parabolic with respect to u . If / is weakly parabolic with respect to V the proof is similar. We set We define an auxiliary function < | > by
and choose e > 0 in such a way that
I t follows from (2) t h a t W < M on 9 Q . Hence W a t t a i n s i t s maximum
at (£, x) . By assumption (vt) we have
where r is the matrix with the entries
.-x°0
M a x i m u m p r i n c i p l e for p a r a b o l i c e q u a t i o n s x, u(l, x\, Du(l, x) 
Usirlg the weak parabolicity we estimate
The inequality w(£,
and since / is decreasing
Finally, in view of assumption (iii), we have
Combining (3), (h), (5) , (6) and (7) we obtain
This contradiction completes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain the uniqueness of the first initial-boundary value problem 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that conditions (i), (ii), (Hi) and (iv) of Theorem 1 hold. Let u and v be regular solutions to the problems (8)
and (9) . If f is weakly parabolic with respect to u or v then u = v on ~Q .
2.
In this section we shall investigate the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for non-linear equation (8). The method of Section 1 can be used to prove the following extension of Corollary 1 to the infinite strip
THEOREM 2. Assume that conditions (i) } (ii), (Hi) and (iv) of Theorem 1 hold for (t, x) € 5 . Let u and v be regular solutions of (8) such that u{x, 0) = v(x, 0) for x € R and lim [u(t, x)-v{t, x)] = 0 uniformly in [0, T] . If f is weakly |a:|-*>°p arabolio with respect to u or v , then u 5 v on S .
In general, we cannot expect uniqueness even in the class of t, x, a, p, r)-f(t, x, u, p, r We are now in a position to define a class of functions in which we shall investigate the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem.
We shall say that a function u{t, x) defined on S belongs tô M a x i m u m p r i n c i p l e f o r p a r a b o l i c e q u a t i o n s
we shall derive a contradiction. Note that
Consequently" by assumptions (A) and (Hi) and by using an argument similar [f(t, x, u, p, r)-f(t, x, Z, p, ?) ]
S L Q \r-r\ +L(l+|x|)|p-p| -L 2 (l+|x| 2 )(u-u)
for all [t, x) € S , u > u and arbitrary p, p, r and r .
In this case we define the corresponding functions F and H and a constant k as follows: 
